Information about the contact point for single authorisation:

1. The Romanian competent authority in charge with this matter is the Customs Technics and Tariff Division from the National Customs Authority. It acts as a Central office and has the following mail address:

National Customs Authority
Customs Technics and Tariff Division
13 Matei Millo st,
1 District, Bucharest
ROMANIA

2. The contact person for customs procedures with economic impact is:
Mrs. Andreea Birsan, responsible for single authorizations
tel/fax: 0040-21-3102873
e-mail: aabirsan@customs.ro

3. The contact person for end-use is:
Mrs. Alexandrina Bubulete, responsible for single authorizations
tel/fax: 0040-21-3102873,
e-mail: alexandrina@customs.ro